
TEXAS RENFEST 2014 
Aaah – I know it’s my favorite season when I see the adverts for The Texas Renaissance Festival.  I have written before 
about it but it still enthralls me every year with fabulous photos of strange people.  Each weekend has a special theme 
and this time we were lucky enough to go at Halloween.  Most people think that Halloween is an American festival but 
it’s not.  It comes from Ireland and Scotland – Samhain.  It is a pre-Christian Celtic celebration of harvest time before the 
dark nights come in.  Part of the festivities was to go door to door, dressed in costume to disguise oneself from the 
fairies, and beg for food.  When I was young, it was perfectly normal for all the children to go around their 
neighborhood, dressed up to trick or treat.  We really had to perform a trick or sing a song and then if we were lucky we 
were able to dook for apples, jump up for treacle scones and have our little bag filled with fruit, nuts or occasionally 
candy.  The festival has been kidnapped by the erotic costume companies but I don’t care it’s still great fun!  This 
exquisite fairy at Renfest doesn’t look too scary.  My mum really believed that there were fairies at the bottom of the  

 
Every year I notice changes in the people who attend.  When we first moved here, most of the attendees were white 
although there were always people with disabilities.  Despite its remote location the acreage is disability friendly.  
Mexican people have their own festival, ‘Day of the Dead’, which has a different tone.  In Mexico there have been 
protests that the American Halloween is taking over their festival.  Bottom line, we can celebrate both and at the same 
time!  When Catholicism replaced paganism in Celtic countries they found it hard to stop them celebrating Samhain or 
Halloween so they introduced All Saints Day on November 1st.  Día de los muertos similarly incorporates Native American 
and Catholic traditions.  This year one Hispanic family had all our attention – everyone kept talking about how wonderful 
they looked: see below - 

garden but she actually was, ‘away with the 
fairies’! 

The fairy was part of the daily parade from shop-
keepers below and other artistes.  As you can see 
it was an unseasonably hot day this year and 
most people were roasting in their costumes. 

 



 
La familia de los muertos – mom, dad and three kids all in costume. Fab! 

 



 

 

There is no reason why you can’t dress up as a 
witch when you are in a wheelchair! 

More of the procession advertising Fancy Feet 
and the slain dragon below 



 
Look at that cheeky Viking Face – nice body, too…   I wonder what’s under the fur? 

 
It’s lovely to see a wider diversity of races at the Renfest – it’s not just crazy white folks now. Everything and anything 
goes unless it is truly offensive and most of the risqué humor goes right over the top of children’s heads.  This year I 
noticed much more East Asian people – most of them haven’t dressed up yet but they will.  One group of Indian young 
men was very excited about all the ample flesh on show.  There truly is someone for everyone.  I wonder if the girls 
below met the kilted men? 



 
How many sheep were shorn to make those kilts? The pretty young man below left looks like he should be starring in 
Outlander.  It is a verra verra awful book that was made into a series recently. The ‘Scots’ dialect made me squirm… 

 

Outlander was written by a female professor from New 
Mexico and, in my opinion, it is a rude mix of 50 Shades 
of Gray and Highlander.  I had to read Outlander for 
book group but we had the funniest discussion ever! 

Below is a sad jester who perked up a little when I asked 
him to pose for a photograph. 



 

 
Is Medusa usually so cheery?  Perhaps the giant yards of medieval margaritas are helping the mood.  We went all out 
with our costumes.  I had furry cat ears on and A. brought out his satyr horns. We had a Halloween party invite for the 
following week but A. had to fly off to the Orient so I flew solo as Supergirl.  I am way too old for that costume but I 
really don’t care anymore.  Renfest is full of mutton dressed as lamb, so I fit in just fine!  
 
I didn’t really fly to the party but hired a ride with my favorite taxi driver who is a lady from Louisiana, about my age.  
Last time she told me a hilarious story about her sister who had kindly given her a huge roll of small bills to give as 
change.  Sometime later a trooper pulled her over for a broken light above the license plate.  When she went into her 
purse to look for her driving license, all the bills fell out so she shoved them under the seat.  She said to me, “I didn’t 
want him to think I was an old stripper!” 

I liked the demon selling tankards, especially with the 
medieval merchant on his cell. The saucy cougar 
greeter below was making people go under her leg! 



 

 

The couple on the left 
reminded me of Saudi 
couples on vacation.  
He is half-naked and 
she is all covered up.   

I am not quite sure 
what the giant was all 
about but I liked his 
snuggly wolf.  The 
little girl watching the 
parade looks 
perplexed. 

Below left is a scary 
horseman – he looked 
like a flying monkey. 

Finally there is the couple below – what theme where 
they representing?  Maybe they just met; soul mates. 
It was wonderful fun and a lovely hot day to warm us 
up before this horrible cold front hit us.  It dropped to 
freezing last night – brrrr! 

Love Kerry xx 


